Body
Alphabet

By Audicia Lynne Morley/ RSMT/E
© WWW.ALIVEARTS.ORG

bodywork

30-50 mins

Nº of pax 1-20
indoors

PURPOSE

BODY AWARENESS
• encourage new movement
possibilities and choices
• support creative thinking about the body
• a conflict resolution tool for the body

MATERIALS

• background music

PREPARATION

Advise the participants to work with movements within the range of comfort,
and exercise can be done with the eyes closed as well.

intro

This is a body discovery exercise, encourage participants to be interested in
how their body can move and its range of possibilities. This is also a good
warm-up exercise for the body with the focus on the joints.
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Body Alphabet

STEPS

1. The facilitator tells the participants to spread in a circle able to
move the arms and legs without touching anyone else. Then with
background music on he/she asks the participants to take a few deep
breaths to bring attention to the body.
2. After, ask everyone to imagine the whole body is an alphabet, being
each body part & joint a letter in the “Body Alphabet”. Discover the full
range of movement possibilities for all the different parts of the body.
The movement does not have to be large, “less is more”, since it is about
lubricating the joints while staying in the same place:
• (2 min) Begin at the fingertips and start exploring them with
movement becoming aware of the joints involved
• (2 min each body part) Take the movement exploration
into the wrists, the elbows, the shoulders,
then the neck, head, ribs, belly, pelvis,
hips, upper legs, knees, lower legs,
ankles and feet.
3. (15 min) Once complete, begin to move
into a free dance through the space, moving
all the body parts simultaneously. Say ‘hello’ to
the other movers through your body alphabet
dance as you move.
4. Participants gather into a closing circle to share
anything they noticed and to reflect on the activity.

REFLECTION

• How did you feel during the different parts of the activity?
• What did you discover about your body and movement?
• How do you think this activity contributes to resilience building?

COMMENTS

• Variation 1: Start on the floor with eyes closed and begin the movement
exploration from the feet.
• Variation 2: Divide the participants into 2 groups in the space, then everyone
identifies their partner in the opposite group and move with all the body parts
as if in conversation.Choose whether to allow your movements to be influenced
or not by your partner. Share with your partner what you experienced.
• Working with the joints of the body can solve a muscular system conflict by
activating physical choices through the muscles and joint system of the body.

Collective
Creativity Drawing
By Audicia Lynne Morley/ RSMT/E
© WWW.ALIVEARTS.ORG

art expression| drawing
Nº of pax 4-20
indoors

30-50 mins

PURPOSE

GROUP CO-CREATIVITY
• builds group cooperation
• supports individual contribution
to the collective

PREPARATION
The facilitator prepares the environment
by rolling out and securing a big roll of
paper to the floor.

MATERIALS

• large sheet or length of paper according
with number of participants
• coloured crayons or markers.
• background music

intro
The intention is to create a picture
together as a group.
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2. Each person can either choose a colour and a place to start and
then they can move around the drawing, taking time to step back to
observe how the drawing is evolving and where the colour they have
may support an image to emerge more fully.
3. Once complete, the facilitator invites the
participants to witness the drawing and ask: Is
everyone in the group satisfied? Are there any
final marks you would like to make? Allow 3-5
minutes for making the final marks.

Collective Creativity Drawing

STEPS

1 .Each participant can only use one coloured marker / crayon,
but as a group they create a picture that combines all the colours.
For example if the theme is tree landscape and one person begins to
draw the tree trunk, with brown, another adds the leaves and another
the birds and the image continues to grow. The facilitator can choose
a theme that feels supportive for the development of the group or, the
group can come up with a theme that’s important for them.

4. Come into a closing circle, and ask for one
word and or movement gesture from each person,
popcorn style (in random order) or around the circle
towards the left.
5. Then give some time for questions and feedback.

REFLECTION

• What was it like for you to co-create?
• What do you imagine is important about being a member of a team?
• How does this support resilience for you?

COMMENTS

• The tool is flexible and can be used in many contexts to support group cooperation.
• This tool may well be used as an ending activity or as a before-and-after activity
to see how a new group works together.

Dance of the
Tall Ones
By Audicia Lynne Morley/ RSMT/E
© WWW.ALIVEARTS.ORG

Nº of pax 2-20

body | movement

3 hours
indoors | outdoors

PURPOSE

MOVEMENT CREATION
• connection with nature & the wood element
• to develop resources for personal growth
• to play, explore with nature and others

PREPARATION

MATERIALS

• A3 paper
• colors (crayons, markers, etc)
• notebook & pen
• water bottle
• comfortable clothes to move
• whistle or drum for keep time keeping

The facilitator choses an outdoor environment with trees and defines the working area.
The participants need to take the colors & paper, notebook & pen, and their water
bottle while entering nature.

intro

The Tall Ones refers to the way the Indigenous Peoples of the Americas refer to Trees. The
Tall Ones are considered to be wise ancestors that deserve our respect and admiration.
When you spend time in nature and interact in a mindful and respectful way Nature
answers: messages and healing is shared. This is a beautiful way to engage and interact
creatively with the power of nature and what nature can bring and offer back into your life.
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STEPS

Dance of the Tall Ones

1. (30 MIN) EXPLORATION - The facilitator invites the participants
to go out to explore the landscape and to choose a tree that they
would like to explore. Once they found a tree they are asked to: •
explore the tree through your 5 senses • make time for some activities:
relax, move, draw, climb, sing, write. • Inspired by your relationship
and time with your tree, make a drawing and write in your notebook. •
Before you leave your tree, offer thanks and gratitude for your time and
experience.
(15 min) transition, break and participants are back to the indoor space
2. (20 min) CREATIVE MOVEMENT - The facilitator invites the
participants to engage into free movement based on the memory of their
experience. They can use their drawings and writing to inspire the dance.
Participants are invited to notice any repeated
gestures, movements, sounds, rhythm, and
qualities of their movements that bring back
and express the experience. From this
open exploration, the facilitator invites the
participants to take the final 5 minutes to
create a very short movement phrase that is
repeteable.
3. (10-15 min) SHARING IN PAIRS/TRIO - The
participants partner up with 1 or 2 others and share
their movement, phrases, words and drawings (5 min
each).
4. (45 min) CO-CREATING - At this point the pairs/trios should co-create movement/
experiences composition using all the resources shared in the group, which presentation
should last max 5 min.
5. SHARING - Each trio presents their co-created composition and receives a short group
feedback. Group circle to close and to share personal experiences and the reflection.

REFLECTION

• What was it like to develop your own creative work based on the
experience both in the solo and the trio setting?
• What did you learn from this experience?
• What parts of the sharing you have witnessed support the themes
of resilience?

COMMENTS

It’s important that participants stay well hydrated during the exercise.

Elemental
sculptures-Water
By Audicia Lynne Morley/ RSMT/E
© WWW.ALIVEARTS.ORG

outdoors
Nº of pax 2-20

PURPOSE

2,5 hours

art expression

CREATIVE ENGAGEMENT WITH
INNER & OUTER LANDSCAPES
• Connection with Nature awareness
• To develop resources for resilience
• Body awareness

MATERIALS

• whistle or drum
• (each participant) watch or timepiece
• outdoor clothes
• (optional) swimming costume
• camera

PREPARATION

• The facilitator choses an appropriate environment that has a water source: river,
waterfall, ocean, lake, sea and clearly defines the working area.
• The facilitator should go through safety aspects of working in the chosen
environment with the group before the activity, including that participants should
take responsibility for themselves.

intro

“Water is a great teacher that shows us how to move through the world with
grace, ease, determination, and humility” The intention of this activity is to engage
creatively through the senses with the element and environment of water. To have a
personal experience and then reflect back in a group setting to generate collective
resources and develop creative responses to support inner resilience.
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2. (30 min) Respond to the environment, through movement, stillness and
relaxing in the environment, which can include entering into the water.
3. (30 min) Create a piece of nature-art influenced by your experience
to honor the element of water, using natural objects you find.You can
just allow what wants to take form and then see what it can tell you.
Take photos of your creation to share in the
circle or to resource you in the future.
4. (4-5 min each) The facilitator calls
everyone back together. Optionally you can
have a small group sharing before coming
back into the large group for a full circle
sharing of the experience. Share images, and / or
walk about to visit each nature-artwork. If you are
going on a walk to visit all the art pieces, allow for
longer time as transitions will be needed.

Elemental sculptures-Water

STEPS

The facilitator invites the participants to:
1. (30 min) Explore the environment, becoming familiar with your
surroundings through your senses by:
Move through the environment taking time to pause at least 4 times.
Close your eyes, smell, listen, taste and feel the place where you have paused.

REFLECTION

• How was the experience for you?
• What did your experience of water teach you about resilience?
• How can this experience support you in a current life situation?

COMMENTS

Before any activity that is performed in the environment, it is important that the
facilitator assesses the location and particular features of the environment in
terms of safety so they feel they and the group will be comfortable and visible.
If you wish, create a waiver form for each participant concerning the
participant’s responsibility when working outside.
This activity can also be connected to NATURE’S SONG activity as a warm up
or sequence of activities connecting with the environment.

Fire
drawing

By Audicia Lynne Morley/ RSMT/E
© WWW.ALIVEARTS.ORG

Nº of pax 1-20

outdoors

3 hours

art expression | drawing

PURPOSE

CREATIVITY
• observation and hand/eye coordination
• develops spontaneity
• connection with the Fire element

MATERIALS

• base for drawings - 1 for each participant
• A3 paper - 6-10-15 sheets for each participant
• charcoal: 2 for each participant
• art/paper boards

PREPARATION

• Set an outdoor fire running for 3 hours and places to be able to sit around the fire.
• For the drawings, collect charcoal from a previous campfire once cold. The
pieces should be at least 2.5cm long. Gather enough for each participant to
have at least 2 pieces of differing sizes. Also, prepare art boards with paper.

intro

This is an activity to reflect on resilience through connecting with the fire element.
It is composed by 5 different parts: Set up the fire | Discussion on resilience & fire
metaphor | Art experience | Art sharing | Harvesting the experience.
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STEPS

Fire drawing

1. (1 Hour) The facilitator asks the participants to collect all the resources
needed to build a fire to burn for 3 hours, or you have it prepared already
and skip this step. The facilitators and/or the group set up an area around
the fire so each participant can sit at a safe distance from the fire in a circle
with a prepared art board, 10 -16 sheets of paper on it and some pieces of
charcoal. If the group has made the fire and it’s safe, let the group go through
the process of lighting and maintaining the fire. 2. (20 min) The facilitator
starts a group discussion on the topic of resilience by asking the participants:
• What is resilience for you? • How do you imagine the element of Fire might
relate to the theme? • What is needed for the fire to burn well (be resilient) in
all weathers? • What do you have to do to maintain the fire? 3. (45 min) The
facilitator invites the participants to:
• (5min) take to observe the movements of
the flames. • (1min) take the art board and
charcoal and, without looking at the page,
begin to do a very quick sketch capturing what
they see, the movement of the flame or the
shape of the fire • Begin a series of quick sketches
without looking at the page: / (1 min each) 3-5
drawings using their familiar hand. / (1 min each) 3-5
drawings with their unfamiliar hand. / (1 min each) 3-5
drawings with both hands simultaneously. • Take a look
at your sketches and put them together in a shape of their
choice. • (10 min) create a drawing inspired by the sketches, this time looking at the page
• (15 min) Imagine what do the drawings have to say about how fire can support you
to be more resilient in your life? then to write a letter from the voice of the fire drawings,
addressed to them. The facilitator calls time, keeping everyone on track. 4. (30 min) - The
facilitator invites all to visit the participant’s work one by one, allowing the author to share
from their drawings and writing, whatever feels important for him/her (3-5 minutes).

REFLECTION
COMMENTS

• How did you feel doing the exercise?
• What did you notice about drawing with your different hands?
• What resources have you discovered from this experience that
might support personal or collective resilience.

Clean up: Leave No Trace. The fire must be completely extinguished before leaving
the site and the whole environment returned to its natural state.
The facilitator should choose a safe outdoor environment, assess the safety and responsibility of the
group. The process of set up may be in cooperation with the group or prepared ahead of time.

Labyrinth
By Audicia Lynne Morley/ RSMT/E
© WWW.ALIVEARTS.ORG

Nº of pax 1-20

indoors | outdoors

art expression

PURPOSE

MEDITATIVE REFLECTION
• mindful creative process
• group work engagement

PREPARATION

1-3 hours

MATERIALS

•
•
•
•

nature objects
flip chart & markers
A4 paper
crayons

Facilitators should learn how to draw a labyrinth.
Decide where it is the best place to build the labyrinth.
Consider how relevant it is for the group to have a theme and an intention to the
building of the path.

intro

The labyrinth was used symbolically as a walking meditation for contemplative
practice and spiritual pilgrimage. In this activity participants will learn to
draw the labyrinth, then build it with the group with natural objects and finally
walk into it with a question or thought and out of it open to receive answers or
ideas about it.
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STEPS

Labyrinth

Participants are invited, as a group, to create a beautiful Labyrinth with a
pathway that is at least 1 metre wide, with natural elements as leaves, flowers,
stones and wood, in a way that represents that group. On a flip chart the
facilitator draws the seed pattern and everyone follows on their own paper: •
Draw a Cross • Draw a dot in each corner creating a square. • Connect the top
of the cross with the dot to the right in an arc shape. • Connect the top left dot
through an arc above the first arc to the line of the horizontal cross to the right. •
Connect the left of the horizontal line to the dot on the lower right with another arc.
• Connect the next lower dot on the left to the remaining lower leg of the cross,
thereby connecting all the line ends and dots starting from the centre.
1. Decide how and where you would like to create your labyrinth - indoors or outdoors
- and how you will decorate it. Once complete, the spiral or labyrinth is ready to be walked.
2. The first walk is to energise the path and can be done by the group circling around
the structure, or walking the path, singing or dancing
to celebrate completing the creation and as a
dedication to the sacred form.
3. Each person is then invited to walk the path.
Traditionally this is a meditative practice where
everyone walks into the centre with a question or
with the intention to release something that is no
longer necessary for them. Arriving in the centre, have a
moment of stillness and then walk out with the possibility of
receiving. The theme of the walk can be personal or collective.
4. Gather the group in a closing circle to share and reflect on
the experience or suggest self reflection.

REFLECTION

• How did you feel during the experience of the activity?
• What did you learn about yourself ?
• How can this activity lead to resilience building?

COMMENTS

• Leave no trace in nature when you finish the activity. • When facilitating a walk
there should be some space and time between each person walking. • This activity can
be the complement of Ten Stones activity and everyone can walk with the collective
question. • The labyrinth and the spiral pattern are ancient archetypal patterns
found all over the world in rock art, cave paintings and land sculptures, dating back
over 4.000 years. They are also danced in celebration to mark the seasons, or used
in ceremony and ritual as a tool for personal and collective transformation. They are
a form of environmental art that supports community building, based on a sacred
geometrical pattern that has been practised by peoples of all faiths and beliefs.

Leaf and
wind

By Audicia Lynne Morley/ RSMT/E
© WWW.ALIVEARTS.ORG

indoors | outdoors

30-60 mins

Nº of pax 2-20
bodywork | movement

PURPOSE

RELATIONSHIP PLAY
• creative movement
• kinesthetic senses awareness
• spontaneous decision making

MATERIALS

• comfortable clothes

PREPARATION

• clear the space (outdoor or indoor)
• Facilitators demonstrate the exercise first and track the group. If someone does not feel
safe with touch, they can explore being the wind or leaf with an imaginary partner.

intro

This is a movement exercise in pairs to practice relationship aspects
through listening, play and creativity.
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STEPS

Leaf and wind

The facilitator asks the participants to organize in pairs and to choose who will
be partner A (mover) and who will be partner B (giver). The facilitator asks:
• A: to close their eyes and imagine they are a leaf on a tree
• B: to keep the eyes open and Imagine they are the wind moving through the tree
• Both: to take a few breaths to connect to their center, standing with feet
shoulder width apart, soft legs, released shoulders
1. (5 MIN) The facilitator now asks:
• B: to offer a “brush stroke” impulse with your hands along the surface of A’s arm, as if you are
the wind moving through the branches of a tree.
• A: To respond to this impulse by moving your arm, inspired by the quality, speed
and tone of the impulse you receive. Be mindful not to answer with more
movement than the impulse leads to
• B: When A is back to stillness, you can keep creatively finding
different ways to offer “brush stroke” impulses. Be clear to
only offer 1 impulse direction on 1 body part at a time. Let A’s
movement come to a pause before offering another impulse.
2. (10 MIN) The facilitator invites both to develop the
leaf wind dance by moving through space:
• A: Open your eyes as you begin to move more out into the space
• B: for your partner’s safety be mindful of how you
direct your impulses
• A&B: a creative movement play of your leaf and wind dance. (3-5min)
3. (5 MIN)Then, the facilitator asks:
• A: to move on their own influenced by the kinetic memory of the touch they have received.
• B witnesses and supports A’s movement
• A:Slowly bring the dance to a close.
4. partners change roles without any dialogue and repeat the exercise.
5. (10 MIN) sharing experience of moving as the Wind and the Leaf.

REFLECTION

• How was this activity for you as an individual, to both give and receive?
• What did you learn, observe about yourself as a giver/mover?
• How can this exercise support you to be more resilient in other situations in your life?

COMMENTS

• As this is a movement and touch based exercise, participants should be comfortable with
both these activities. • The touch quality, it should be a brush stroke, not too hard and
equally not too light, so that the partner can feel the clarity of the direction of the touch.

Natures
Song

By Audicia Lynne Morley/ RSMT/E
© WWW.ALIVEARTS.ORG

Nº of pax 2+

bodywork | art expression

outdoors

PURPOSE

90 mins

DEVELOP SENSORY AWARENESS
• deepens connection with Nature
• balances the nervous system
• expands on personal resources

MATERIALS

• blindfold
• outdoor clothes
• (optional) A4/A3 paper & colours (crayons)

PREPARATION

The facilitator should assess the safety of the environment and if the landscape
is appropriate for a blindfold exercise. The ground should be relatively flat, no
sudden drops, holes or steep inclines. The flora / fauna should be safe ie. no
poisonous plants or dangerous animals.

intro

This activity is a blindfolded sensory walk in nature to deepen the connection
with nature.
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STEPS

Natures Song

The facilitator invites the participants to form pairs and explains the
rules of the sensory walk: • One person will have the eyes closed or
with a blindfold and will be experiencing the sensory walk and the other
one will be the guide with eyes open. • They will be connected either by
a small stick or by the guide’s hand. • The sensory walk is done fully in
silence. • The guide is responsible for the safety of his/her partner.
1. (30 min) The guide slowly leads the partner on a walk, pausing several
times for him/her to interact and to investigate the environment with the 4
senses - Smell, Touch, Taste, Sound - various stimuli in nature like: a leaf,
a branch, a tree or a stone. Finally the follower is invited to imagine that
Nature is sharing a song through his/her senses.
2. (10 min) After both partners give feedback about how this experience was
for them, letting the partner who experienced the
walk go first. Think about what was interesting
for you and what you noticed about your
senses and how you feel now.
3. (30 min) Exchange roles and repeat
the activity. As you repeat you may explore
totally new elements or revisit some elements or
places you have already experienced.
4. (10 min) Exchange feedback again.
5. Follow this with debrief questions either in your
duets or as a group.

REFLECTION

• How do you feel after doing this activity?
• If you were to imagine you received a message from the environment what
was the message you received?
• How might this exercise or the messages you received support you in
developing personal resilience?

COMMENTS

• Option: Partners share the experience verbally after both partners have led.
• Variation 1: the creation of a drawing or a group mural inspired on the sensory walk experience.
• Variation 2: (10min) Both partners make a drawing with eyes closed trying to bring the
memory of the sensations they had while being guided onto the page. Open your eyes
and share with your partner what you see and how it felt to draw.
• The facilitator should keep an eye on both the time and the participants and bring
everyone back into a circle to close.

Resilience
Shield

By Audicia Lynne Morley/ RSMT/E
© WWW.ALIVEARTS.ORG

Nº of pax 2-20

outdoors

4 hours

art expression| drawing | thinking

PURPOSE

DEVELOPING RESOURCES
FOR RESILIENCE
• connect with Nature
• enliven shared resources for resilience

PREPARATION

MATERIALS

• drawing pad
• A3 paper
• crayons
• notebooks
• pens
• backpack with water, snacks & warm clothes
• whistle or drum

Participants should feel comfortable to be out in nature, healthy in mind and
body, responsible for themselves, and creatively attuned. Be open to explore,
share and discover from both personal and group activities.

intro

This is an activity of exploration of nature and deep engagement with its
elements to then reflect and draw resources from it, see how they can support
you building resilience and finally exchange your discoveries with others.
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STEPS

Resilience Shield

The facilitator takes the group to a safe area in nature.Once in the
defined limits of the working place, the group starts to discover the area:
1. (20 min) Each participant follows where they feel called to wander and
relax in the environment: Find a place to settle that feels comfortable for you,
where you feel safe and well. This is your personal hotspot or home base.
2. (15 min) Turn your attention to the natural elements that surround you in
your personal hotspot. Observe the area you have chosen and the elements
located here Air, Earth, Water, Wood, Fire. Create a drawing of your personal
hotspot that captures some of the quality present here, how this place makes
you feel, the quality or the atmosphere.
3. (40 min) Then there is a time for deepening the exploration with one element
that feels the most nourishing or appealing for you: use all your senses, fully
engage in the adventure of discover, let the element teach you all about itself
and even imagine you can become the element and
how does it feel in your body, heart and mind?
4. (15 min) Then, write in a journal about what
qualities you are discovering in this element.
How might these qualities assist you in relation
to the theme of resilience in your life?
5. (30 min) Create a Personal Elemental Resilience
Shield that contains all the resources the element is
teaching/offering or what you imagine could be a resource
for you when working to support your own reliance.
6. (15 min) Gather in pairs/trios to share the draw of your
resilience shield and your experience with each other.
7. (30 min) Then, create a group Elemental Resilience Shield that contains one resource
from each participant’s personal shield and write about it on the shield to harvest the
experience as a collective.
8. (60 min) The facilitator gathers everyone in a closing circle to share and reflect on the
experience and on the resources. Each person shares at least one resource.

REFLECTION

• How did you feel during the activity?
• What element, personal and group resources you found during the activity?
• What did the elements teach you in relation to resilience?

COMMENTS

The timing can be adapted to suit the facilitator and the experience of the group.
It’s advised to shorten the times for the first time or new groups.

Water Air
Dance

By Audicia Lynne Morley/ RSMT/E
© WWW.ALIVEARTS.ORG

Nº of pax 1-20

indoors

2-3 hours

art expression| drawing | movement

PURPOSE

MOVEMENT EXPRESSION
• develops imagination and play in the body
• develops the kinesthetic sense of weight,
mass, density, lightness and suspension in
relation to gravity
• creative expression through drawing

MATERIALS

•
•
•
•

balloons (2 per person)
A3 paper
oil pastels
background music

PREPARATION

Prepare 2 balloons per participant 1 with air and 1 with water (blow up the water
balloons a few times to make sure it is intact and slightly stretched). Two people
are needed to fill the balloons with water no more than half full, they need to
have some weight, i.e. around 1 kg. Once filled, carry from the bottom.

intro

This is a solo activity where the participants explore and play with the
qualities of the elements water and air using balloons and through movement,
registering the experience through a drawing.
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STEPS

Water Air Dance

1. The facilitator introduce the 2 elements water and air showing the balloons
and simultaneously demonstrating how to use them for safety precautions.
2. Then, the facilitator pass out the water balloons to the participants,
invites them to imagine the balloon as a model of their body, as we are
between 70- 90% water, and then, invites them to be creative and:
• (15 min) explore, move and play with your Water balloon, beginning
with the balloon resting on your body to experience its weight, try rolling,
wobbling and building momentum. • (15 min) with closed or open eyes,
move their body inspired by the qualities you have discovered, letting your
body mirror and respond to this body memory by the sound of background
music. • (15 min) create a drawing of yourself inspired by your creative play
with the Water. Balloon, eyes open or closed.
3. At this point, the facilitator pass out the air
balloons and invite the participants to:
• (10 min) play with the Air balloon,
noticing the qualities that come to life
with this new stimulus • (10 min) move,
inspired by the Air balloon’s qualities • (15
min) create a drawing of yourself inspired by
your creative play with the Air balloon.
4. (10 min) Then, the participants are invited to
a final movement exploration inspired by both the
qualities of Water and Air, and here the facilitator
can call out directions for the group, Water - Air - to support a shifting back and
forth and then a merging of the movement qualities or leave it up to improvisation.
5.. The facilitator asks everyone to gather in a circle or small groups to discuss
and share the experiences.

REFLECTION

• How did you feel during the different parts of the activity?
• How do you think the qualities of air and water that you explore
can support you in your life?
• How do you think this activity can contribute to resilience building?

COMMENTS

• The time needed can vary for the activities.
• This activity can be connected with Movement Exploration - Weight and Breath

Wei-Qi
By Audicia Lynne Morley/ RSMT/E
© WWW.ALIVEARTS.ORG

Nº of pax 1-30

PURPOSE

indoors

bodywork

15-30 mins

PHYSICAL BOUNDARIES AND
BODY AWARENESS
• Invigorates blood circulation
• Supports the immune system
• Energizes the whole body

MATERIALS
none

PREPARATION

• A clean, indoor or outdoor environment with good circulation of air.
• The facilitator advises the participants to cover the skin of arms, shoulders, neck,
head, chest, ribs, below pelvis, legs and feet during the body work activity.
• Important to participants if they feel dizzy they should sit or lie resting, drink
some water and when possible, rejoin the exercise.

intro

Wei Qi known as (Defensive Qi) in Chinese Medicine circulates just under the
skin and acts as a protective boundary of Qi, energy, supporting the body’s
immune system.
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Wei- Qi

STEPS

1. To stimulate the Wei Qi, the facilitator invites the participants to find a
comfortable position standing with enough space around to freely move
their arms, check that their feet are shoulder width apart, the weight of
their body evenly distributed between the front and back, inside and
outside of the feet and that they give a balanced attention between both
softening down and being suspended from above which will allow a natural
alignment in the body.
2. Then shake, stretch or soften a little, so you feel comfortable standing
and release any unresolved tensions by taking a few deep breaths.Take
a few deep breaths
• in and out of the belly area, making sure the joints of
the lower body, ankles, knees and hips are soft. Then, bring your palms
together and rub your hands until the palms feel warm.
3. Begin to rub your skin fast and lightly on one
hand following the contours of one arm,
then repeat on the other side and gradually
keep working vigorously on the whole body
and every surface of the skin. For the back,
you do it in exchange with a partner or rub it
against a wall, the floor, or even a tree.
4. After that, come back to your initial standing
position and, if it’s comfortable close your eyes and
notice how you feel
5. Gather in a circle to share in “popcorn style” (random
order) and then reflect on the experience of the activity

REFLECTION

• What did you notice about yourself at the beginning and end of the exercise?
• How do you think this activity can contribute for resilience?

COMMENTS

• This activity acts as a form of healthy resilience for the whole body,
supporting the immune system which can be depleted during times of stress
• or burnout.
In western terms, by doing this one stimulates all the small blood capillaries
• bringing heat and circulation to the surface of the body.
The exercise can be used to get going at the beginning of a day or after a
break or to shift the dynamic in groups.

